VIGILANCE

Impact-Rated Vinyl Windows
Unparalleled impact protection. Cost-saving thermal efficiency.
Intruder-resistant security. Long-lasting durability. Lifetime protection.
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Special Features
1

Foam wrap around the frame reduces the
likelihood of drafts between the window and any
voids in your walls while Comfort Foam™ inside
the frame chambers insulates and improves
overall thermal efficiency.

2

Heavy-duty metal reinforcement in the sash
keeper rail of double-hung and sliding windows
enhances structural and protective properties,
preventing the meeting rails from warping during
violent weather.

3

Easy-to-operate limiting latches allow for
ventilation and help secure your home.

4

Premium-grade weather stripping further
improves insulation and window performance.

5

Interlocking sill-sash rail keeps sash in place
when the window is under wind-load stress.

6

Compression gasket system adds barriers for
exceptional water resistance.

7

The double-walled sill dam extends inside the
window frame for uniform strength and seal.
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UNIT SIZE
LIMITS
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WINDOW
STYLE

MIN
(W)

MIN
(H)

MAX
(W)

Single/
Double Hung

17"

27-1/2"

54"

Single Slider

23-3/4" 16-1/2"

73"

63"

136"

Triple Slider

35-1/4" 15-3/8"

111"

63"

174"

56"

56"

136"

36"

72"

116"

Picture

Casement

13"

13"

15-1/4" 18-1/2"

MAX
(H)

DURA-SILL DESIGN

MAX
UI

76-1/2" 130-1/2"

HEAVY DUTY LOCK

Impacted Rated Protection
Vigilance Impact Windows are engineered to provide dependable
protection against debris from strong winds, storms, and other
forms of weather, year round, without the need for additional
preparation. Just close and lock them. Plus, they allow natural
daylight in, unlike shutters or boarded-up windows, so power
outages are easier and safer. Vigilance's advanced impacted
rated features act as a safeguard against intruders, thanks to
super-tough frames, heavy duty locks, and laminated glass.
In addition to increased security and storm protection, Energy
Star® Rated Vigilance windows maintain the thermal performance
you expect from Harvey, saving you money on your energy bills
and enhancing the comfort of your home.
Vigilance windows are perfect for areas prone to violent weather
conditions, especially along the coast. Operating styles include
Double and Single Hung, Single and Triple Slider, Picture, and
Casement. Replacement frame with optional Field Cut and
Applied Nail Fin for New Construction applications is available.
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Glass Features
8

Dependable PPG stainless steel Intercept spacer
system reduces energy loss through the glass.

9

Tough 0.60" laminated polyvinyl butyral interlayer
is bonded by heat and pressure between two
panes of glass. The glass is deeply embedded
into the frame for optimum structural integrity.

10

Safe, stable argon gas between the
glass panes insulates better than air.

11

A highly advanced SolarControl Max lowemissivity coating is applied to the third glass
pane. This helps reduce home energy costs,
as well as provides enhanced UV protection
for your carpet and other furnishings.

